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Consequences of the Regime

The last two lectures looked at some research on why the nature and
‘capacity’of states vary across time and space and what the
consequences of this might be for economic development.
A more traditional place to start would be to look at the regime, put
the state into the background and focus on how the state is governed,
what are the rules that determine who controls the state.
The usual dichotomy is to contrast democracy and dictatorship.
At root what we are interested in is what sorts of political institutions
give rise to development.
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Aggregating Interests
Recall my discussion of Bates in the …rst lecture. If the farmers had
political power then agricultural policy was better and so was
economic growth.
You might conclude from this (and the Grossman and Hart model of
incomplete contracting) that it must be desirable to allocate power to
whoever has the best, or most economically valuable, investment
opportunities.
This remark is meant to remind us that when thinking about the
development consequences of political institutions it would be good
to think about how they aggregate interests and what interests are
likely to determine policy.
But there are also interest free mechanisms, like accountability, that
might be important.
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Conceptualizing the Regime
With that in mind; let’s ask what happens in a dictatorship and what
are the consequences for growth?
The standard explanation is that policy/economic institutions are
chosen by some sub-set of the population/elite, to maximize their
payo¤.
This may naturally be bad for growth because an elite has less direct
interest in public good provision to the extent that it cannot extract
the rents from such provision (implicitly already a statement about
state weakness, …scal capacity?).
But some dictatorships might be worse (Ghana in the 1970s) than
others (Kenya in the same period).
One of the most interesting models of dictatorship is that of Gerard
Padró i Miquel.
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Conceptualizing Dictatorship

His motivation is to adapt a political agency model to a dictatorship
in an ‘ethnically divided society’.
To do this he assumes there are two groups and the leader (dictator?)
of either can stay in power with the support of their own group.
Leaders are highly imperfect agents of their own group, which would
like to discipline them, but institutions are weak and if you try to
replace your own leader then you create turmoil and this runs the risk
of the other groups coming into power. (Max Gluckman)
The state is weak and you can only tax economic activities (co¤ee,
cocoa,..) not people, though you can give people patronage (jobs?)
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Padro i Miquel’s Model

Two in…nitely lived groups, A and B. The size of group A is π A , for a
total mass of 1.
Two economic activities, a and b.
Groups are distinguished by two sets of characteristics:
1

Ascriptive characteristics: language, skin color... Unchangeable

2

Pre-tax return on economic activities:
Group A receives ω a in activity a and ω a
Group B receives ω b in activity b and ω b
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Government Policy

There is a Government that taxes activities and provides bene…ts.
At any point in time, there is a ruler that belongs to one of the
groups. Denote LS the leader if he is from group S 2 fA, B g.
τ Sj : tax level that a leader of group S levies on activity j,
j 2 fa, b g.

η Sk : amount that leader of group S spends on bene…ts for group k,
k 2 fA, B g.
η Sk provides utility R (η Sk ) to group k with R 0 > 0, R 00 < 0 and
R (0) = 0, R 0 (0) > 1. Group k receives no utility from η Sk .
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Results

Let ztk = 1 if group k switches activities in period t.
This economy has two fundamental states, St 2 fA, B g, denoting the
identity of the ruler in period t.
The instantaneous utility of a citizen of group A in state S is thus:
C (S, z A ) = (1

z A )(ω a

τ Sa ) + z A (ω a

θA

τ Sb ) + R (η SA )

Citizens value streams of consumption: ∑t∞=0 δt Ct
In equilibrium, a leader of group A obtains instantaneous utility:
UtA = π A (τ Aa
t
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Personal Rule

Support from own group gives incumbency advantage: γ̄S prob. of
remaining in power.
If the group does not support, the leader is automatically replaced
and obtains 0 forever after.
Replacement is uncertain. The new leader belongs to S
with prob. γS , where γS < γ̄S .
The government does not function in the period where
there is replacement.
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Timing

1
2
3
4

5

Sb
SA
SB
Leader LS announces the policy vector PtS = fτ Sa
t , τt , ηt , ηt g

Group S decides to subvert or not. stS 2 f0, 1g

All groups decide to switch or not. ztA , ztB 2 f0, 1g

If stS = 0, vector PtS is implemented. The state changes with
probability 1 γ̄S .
If stS = 1, the leader is ousted immediately and the ”revolt” vector
Pr = f0, 0, 0, 0g is implemented. The state changes with probability
1 γS
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The Decision to Switch

Backwards Induction: Start in stage 3.
Assume St = A. The decision of B citizens to switch will be given by:
ztB = 1 i¤ ω b

τ Ab < ω b

θB

τ Aa

Hence, the no-switch constraints are given by:
θ B + τ Aa

τ Ab
τ

A

Aa

θ +τ

(1)

Ab

(2)

In equilibrium, the leader wants to avoid switching.
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Decision to Subvert

Upon observing P A , if there is no subversion (st = 0) A supporters
obtain:
ωa

τ Aa + R (η AA ) + δγ̄A V A (A) + δ(1

γ̄A )V A (B )

Alternatively, if they subvert, st = 1, they expect:
ω a + δγA V A (A) + δ(1

γA )V A (B )

Hence the non-subversion condition reduces to:
τ Aa
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Results

The leaders will respect (3) by subgame perfection. In equilibrium the
continuation values for a citizen A can thus be expressed as:
V A (A) = ω a

τ Aa + R (η AA ) + δγ̄A V A (A) + δ(1

γ̄A )V A (B )

V A (B ) = ω a

τ Ba + R (η BA ) + δγ̄B V A (B ) + δ(1

γ̄B )V A (A)

Solve and plug into (3):
τ Aa

R (Z AA )

δ(γ̄A
1 + δ (1

Where the superscript
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Leader’s Problem

The problem of ruler LA :
max

fτ Aa ,τ Ab ,η AA ,η AB g

π A (τ Aa
t

η AA
t ) + (1

τ Ab

θ B + τ Aa

subj.to

τ
τ

Aa

R (η
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In the Unique Equilibrium

The solution of the static program:
η AB

0

AA

πA

=
R (η ) =
τ Aa =
τ Ab =
0

ΦA + R (η AA )
B

θ + Φ + R (η
A

(4)
AA

)

(5)

Conditions (4) and (5) de…ne a mapping between equilibrium
expectations, ΦA and current play.
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Some Evidence

Quite mixed. Kimuli Kasara found that the crops associated with the
region of the president got taxed at higher rates.
What about the patronage implication? That seems to fare better.
Holder and Raschky (“Regional Favoritism,” Quarterly Journal of
Economics, 2014) build a panel dataset for sub-national political units
of 126 countries between 1992 and 2009 and examine how the
identity of the president of a country in‡uences which regions do
relatively well.
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Kimuli Kasara (2007) “Tax me if you Can” American Political Science Review

Results

The main dependent variable is night-time light intensity as a proxy
for economic development. Clear challenges of inference - could be
that relatively richer regions are more likely to elect presidents or be
more politically powerful. Their strategy to control for this is the use
of regional …xed e¤ects (they are looking at the ‘within variation’).
Regional favoritism is signi…cant but lower in countries with more
democratic political institutions (the e¤ect is insigni…cant for
countries with a Polity score of greater than 6 - Polity goes from -10
to +10) and also with more educated people. It gets worse the longer
a leader is in power.
Foreign aid makes regional favoritism worse in countries with
relatively undemocratic political institutions.
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The In-Group and the Out-Group?
Padró-i-Miquel’s model is inspired by case study literature which
suggests the dominance of particular ethnic groups in Africa related
to ethnicity.
The paper by Francois, Rainer and Trebbi however casts some doubt
on this. They …nd at the level of cabinets that ethnic groups are
represented according to their weight in the population. If this is
patronage then the equilibrium does not look like that in
Padró-i-Miquel’s model,
This is not so surprising given the earlier literature on the one party
state (e.g. Aristide Zolberg)
FRT’s explanation is that regime’s face popular revolution threats
from everywhere - not su¢ cient to have the support of your own
people to stay in power, plus elites may mount coups.
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A Simple Model of Income Redistribution
To make a comparison between dictatorship and democracy let me
introduce the following model due to Meltzer and Richard.
Consider therefore a society consisting of two sorts of individuals, the
elite with …xed income y r and the citizens with income y p < y r .
Total population is normalized to 1, a fraction 1 δ > 1/2 of the
agents are citizens and the remaining fraction δ form the elite. Mean
income is denoted by ȳ .
θ is the share of total income accruing to the elite, hence, we have
that:
(1 θ )ȳ
θ ȳ
yp =
and y r =
.
(6)
1 δ
δ
Notice that an increase in θ represents an increase in inequality. Of
course we need y p < ȳ < y r which requires that

(1 θ )ȳ
θ ȳ
<
or θ > δ.
1 δ
δ
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Policies
The political system determines a nonnegative income tax rate τ 0,
the proceeds of which are redistributed lump sum to all citizens. We
assume that taxation is costly as before and from this it follows that
the government budget constraint is:
T = τ ((1

δ)y p + δy r )

C (τ )ȳ = (τ

C (τ )) ȳ .

(7)

With a slight abuse of notation, we now use the superscript i to
denote social groups as well as individuals, so for most of the
discussion we have i = p or r . Using the government budget
constraint, (7), we have that, when the tax rate is τ, the indirect
utility of individual i and his post-tax income are
V y i j τ = ŷ i (τ ) = (1
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Equilibrium

All agents have single-peaked preferences and since there are more
citizens and members of the elite, the median voter is a citizen.
We can think of the model as constituting a game in which
democratic politics will then lead to the tax rate most preferred by
the median voter, here a relatively poor citizen.
Notice that because they have the same utility functions and because
of the restrictions of the form of tax policy (i.e., taxes and transfers
are not person speci…c), all citizens have the same ideal point and
vote for the same policy.
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Characterization of the Equilibrium
Let this equilibrium tax rate be τ p . We can …nd it by maximizing the
post-tax income of a citizen, i.e., by choosing τ to maximize
V (y p j τ ). The …rst order condition for maximizing this indirect
utility now gives
yp + 1

C 0 (τ p ) ȳ = 0 with τ p > 0,

(9)

since y p < ȳ . Equation (9) therefore implicitly de…nes the most
preferred tax rate of a citizen, and the political equilibrium tax rate.
For identical reasons to those in the previous subsection it is
immediate that preferences are single-peaked.
Now using the de…nitions in (6), we can write the equation for τ p in a
more convenient form:
θ δ
= C 0 (τ p )
(10)
1 δ
where both sides of (10) are positive since θ > δ by the fact that the
citizens have less income than the elite.
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Comparative Statics of the Equilibrium
Equation (10) is useful for comparative statics. Most importantly,
consider an increase in θ, so that a smaller share of income accrues to
the citizens, or the gap between the elite and the citizens widens.
Since there is a plus sign in front of θ, the left side of (10) increases.
Therefore, for (10) to hold, τ p must change so that the value of the
right side increases as well. Since C 00 ( ) > 0, when τ p increases the
derivative increases, therefore for the right side to increase τ p must
increase. This establishes that greater inequality (higher θ) induces a
higher tax rate.
Or written mathematically using the implicit function theorem,
d τp
1
= 00 p
dθ
C ( τ ) (1
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From Democracy to Dictatorship

Now we have a simple model of how democracy works and what
policy it produces.
There are many sorts of democracies and the model I have developed
is institution free. How does the speci…cation of the electoral system
matter? Does it matter if there is a President or if the system is
Parliamentary? We can think of all of these institutional details as
inducing di¤erent mappings from preferences to policy outcomes.
Now we need a model of dictatorships. The basic idea I will use is
that dictatorship is rule by the elite.
Dictatorships di¤er probably more than democracies do but models of
dictatorships are very underdeveloped.
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What Happens in a Dictatorship
The simplest model is one where the elite simply sets their preferred
tax rate τ r = 0. However, let me make this model a little richer.
Imagine that in a dictatorship the poor can try to solve the collective
action problem and mount a revolution (all we need really is that they
can impose costs on the elite regime). This threat can lead policy to
diverge from τ r = 0 because the elite want to keep the citizens happy
enough that they will not want to revolt.
In a post-revolutionary society the citizens divide the resources of the
economy. However, it is plausible that a violent event like a revolution
will create signi…cant turbulence and destruction, and consequently
reduce the productive capacity of the economy. So let us think that
after revolution a fraction µ of the resources of the society are
destroyed, and the remainder can be divided among the citizens.
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A Dynamic Model
I am now going to develop the dynamic model of dictatorship in
Chapter 5 where the elite are in power but they are threatened by
revolution.
There is again population 1 of agents with a rich elite and poor
citizens just as before, with fractions, δ and 1 δ. But we are now in
a dynamic world, so the production structure outlined previously
applies in every period. In particular, pre-tax incomes are constant,
and as before at each date. Individual utility is now de…ned over the
discounted sum of post-tax incomes with discount factor β 2 (0, 1),
so for individual i at time t = 0, it is
U i = E0

∞

∑ βt ŷti ,

(11)

t =0

which simply gives a discounted sum of the individual’s income
stream, with E0 de…ned as the expectation based on the information
set available at time t = 0.
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Revolutions

The 1 δ poor citizens can overthrow the existing regime in any
period t 0. If a revolution is attempted, it always succeeds and is
an absorbing state, but a fraction µt of the productive capacity of the
economy is destroyed forever in the process.
If there is a revolution at time t, each citizen receives a per period
return of (1 µS )ȳ /(1 δ) in all future periods. Here, after a
revolution, µS is the value of µt at the date when the revolution took
place (µH or µL ). This implies that the state does not ‡uctuate once
a revolution has taken place.
µ changes between two values: µH = µ and µL = 1, with
Pr(µt = µ) = q irrespective of whether µt 1 = µH or µL .
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Bringing in Democracy and Repression

I add two other instruments:
I assume that the elite can democratize, give away their power. By
re-allocating de jure power they make the promise of redistribution
credible and thus avoid revolution. I assume for now that if created
democracy always persists (it is an absorbing state).
The paper “A Theory of Political Transitions” endogenizes the coup
decision.... I present the simpler model here.
Second, the elite can repress to avoid revolution.
The model is from Chapter 6 of Economic Origins of Dictatorship and
Democracy.
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Timing of the Game

The timing of moves in the stage game is now as follows.
1
2

The state µt 2 fµL , µH g is revealed.

The elite decide whether or not to use repression, ω 2 f0, 1g. If
ω = 1, the poor cannot undertake a revolution and the stage game
ends.

3

If ω = 0, the elite decide whether or not to democratize, φ 2 f0, 1g.
If they decide not to democratize, they set the tax rate τ N .

4

The citizens decide whether or not to initiate a revolution, ρ 2 f0, 1g.
If ρ = 1 they share the remaining income forever. If ρ = 0 and φ = 1
the tax rate τ D is set by the median voter (a poor citizen). If ρ = 0
and φ = 0, then the tax rate is τ N .
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The Costs of Repression

Pre-tax incomes are as before except that now there can also be costs
due to repression which a¤ect net income. In particular, the post-tax
net return of agent i is
ŷ i = ω∆y i + (1

ω ) (1

τ ) y i + (τ

C (τ )) ȳ ,

(12)

where ∆ is the cost due to repression with ω = 0 denoting no
repression and ω = 1 denoting repression. We model the cost of
repression as we did the costs of revolution.
If the elite decides to repress then all agents lose some fraction of
their income in the period of repression. We assume that ∆ = 1 κ,
which makes the e¤ective cost of repression is equal to κy i .
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Timing of the Game

The timing of moves in the stage game is now as follows.
1
2

The state µt 2 fµL , µH g is revealed.

The elite decide whether or not to use repression, ω 2 f0, 1g. If
ω = 1, the poor cannot undertake a revolution and the stage game
ends.

3

If ω = 0, the elite decide whether or not to democratize, φ 2 f0, 1g.
If they decide not to democratize, they set the tax rate τ N .

4

The citizens decide whether or not to initiate a revolution, ρ 2 f0, 1g.
If ρ = 1 they share the remaining income forever. If ρ = 0 and φ = 1
the tax rate τ D is set by the median voter (a poor citizen). If ρ = 0
and φ = 0, then the tax rate is τ N .
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Payo¤s to Revolution

We can characterize the equilibria of this game by writing the
appropriate Bellman equations. De…ne V p (R, µS ) as the return to
citizens if there is a revolution starting in state µS 2 fµL , µH g. This
value is given by
V p (R, µS ) =

(1
(1

µS )ȳ
,
δ)(1 β)

(13)

which is the per-period return from revolution for the in…nite future
discounted to the present. Also, because the elite lose everything,
V r (R, µS ) = 0 whatever is the value of µS . Moreover, recall that we
have assumed µL = 1, so V p (R, µL ) = 0, and the citizens would
never attempt a revolution when µt = µL .
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No Threat State

In the state (N, µL ) the elite are in power and there is no threat of
revolution, so in any Markov Perfect Equilibrium, φ = ω = 0 and
τ N = τ r = 0. This just says that when the elite are in power and the
citizens cannot threaten them, the elite do not repress and set their
preferred tax rate which is zero.
Therefore, the values of citizens and elite agents, i = p or r , are given
by:
h
i
V i (N, µL ) = y i + β qV i (N, µH ) + (1 q )V i (N, µL ) .
(14)
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Revolution Constraint
Consider the state (N, µH ), where there is a nondemocracy, but it is
relatively attractive to mount a revolution. Suppose that the elite
play φ = ω = 0 and τ N = τ r , that is, they neither create democracy
nor repress nor redistribute to the citizens. Then, we would have
V p (N, µH ) =

yp
1

β

.

The revolution constraint is equivalent to: V p (R, µH ) > V p (N, µH ),
so that without any redistribution or democratization, the citizens
prefer to initiate a revolution when µt = µH .
This is equivalent to θ > µ and says that revolution becomes
attractive when θ is su¢ ciently high, i.e. when inequality is
su¢ ciently high.
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Avoiding a Revolution
Since the revolution is the worst outcome for the elite, they will try to
prevent it. They can do this in three di¤erent ways.
First, the elite can choose to maintain political power, φ = 0, but
redistribute through taxation. In this case, the poor obtain
V p (N, µH , τ N ) where τ N is the speci…c value of the tax rate chosen
by the elite.
Second, the elite can create democracy.
Finally the elite can use repression. Let V i (O, µ j κ ) be the value
function of agent i = p, r in state µ when the elite pursue the
strategy of repression and the cost of repression is κ. We condition
these values explicitly on κ to emphasize the importance of the cost
of repression, and to simplify notation when we de…ne threshold
values below.
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Continuations Values
Even if the elite create democracy or attempt to stay in power by
redistributing, the citizens may still prefer a revolution, thus:
V p (N, µH ) = ωV p (O, µH j κ ) + (1

(1

p

ρ)(φV (D ) + (1

ω ) max ρV p (R, µH ) +
ρ2f0,1 g

φ)V p (N, µH , τ N )),

where V p (D ) is the return to the citizens in democracy.
Note here how the value of the citizens depends on the decision
variables ω and φ of the elite. If ω = 1 the the elite choose to
repress, citizens cannot revolt and get the continuation value
V p (O, µH j κ ). If ω = 0 then what the citizens compare V p (R, µH )
to depends on the decision by the elite as to whether or not create
democracy. If φ = 1 then they choose between revolution and
democracy. If φ = 0 they choose between revolution and accepting
the promise of redistribution at the tax rate τ N .
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Making Concessions

We …rst focus on the trade-o¤ for the elite between redistribution and
democratization and then integrate repression into the analysis. The
return to the citizens when the elite choose the redistribution strategy
is:
V p (N, µH , τ N ) = y p + τ N (ȳ y p ) C (τ N )ȳ .
(15)
h
i
+ β qV p (N, µH , τ N ) + (1 q )V p (N, µL )
The elite redistribute to the citizens, taxing all income at the rate τ N .
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Creating Democracy

The second strategy to prevent the revolution is to democratize,
φ = 1. Since 1 δ > 1/2, in a democracy the median voter is a
citizen and the equilibrium tax rate is τ p and T = (τ p C (τ p )) ȳ .
The returns to citizens and elite agents in democracy are therefore:
V p (D ) =

y p + τ p (ȳ

V r (D ) =

James A. Robinson (Chicago)
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Does Democracy avoid a Revolution?

I assume it does. The answer is not obvious. It might be that
revolution in the state µt = µH is so attractive that even
democratization is not su¢ cient to prevent revolution.
Democracy has to be su¢ ciently pro-citizen to avoid a revolution.
This would be the case when V p (D ) V p (R, µ), which is equivalent
to:
µ θ (τ p (θ δ) (1 δ)C (τ p )) .
(17)
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Understanding the Payo¤s
If V p (N, µH , τ N = τ p ) < V p (R, µH ), then the maximum transfer that
can be made when µt = µH is not su¢ cient to prevent a revolution.
Notice that as long as (17) holds, we have that V p (D ) V p (R, µH ). It is
clear that we have V p (N, µH = 1, τ N = τ p ) > V p (R, µH = 1) since a
revolution generates a zero payo¤ to the citizens forever. This implies that
when µH = 1 it must be the case that the value to the citizens of
accepting redistribution at the rate τ p in state µH is greater than the
value from having a revolution. Also note that,
V p (N, µH

= 0, τ N = τ p ) = y p + (1 β(1
ȳ
< V p (R, µH = 0) =
1 δ

q )) (τ p (ȳ

yp)

C (τ p(18)
)ȳ )

so that the payo¤ from a revolution must be greater when µH = 0.
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The Feasibility of Concessions
Since V p (R, µH ) is monotonically increasing and continuous in µ, by
the intermediate value theorem there exists a unique µ 2 (0, 1) such
that when µH = µ
V p (N, µH , τ N = τ p ) = V p (R, µH ).

(19)

When µ < µ , concessions do not work so that the elite are forced to
either democratize or repress. When µ µ , they can prevent
revolution by temporary redistribution, which is always preferable to
them when the alternative is democratization. In this case the tax
which the elite set, which as in the last section we denote by τ̂, will
be set exactly to leave the citizens indi¤erent between revolution and
accepting concessions under a nondemocratic regime, i.e. τ̂ satis…es
the equation V p (N, µH , τ N = τ̂ ) = V p (R, µH ).
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Payo¤s from Repression
To determine equilibrium actions, we need to compare the payo¤s to
the elite from staying in power using redistribution and from
democracy to the costs of repression.
Limit attention to situations where the elite play a strategy of always
repressing.
By standard arguments, these values satisfy the Bellman equations:
h
i
V i (O, µH j κ ) = ∆y i + β qV i (O, µH j κ ) + (1 q )V i (N, µL(20)
) ,
h
i
V i (N, µL ) = y i + β qV i (O, µH j κ ) + (1 q )V i (N, µL ) ,
which take into account that the cost of repression will only be
incurred in the state where the revolution threat is active, i.e., when
µt = µH .
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Solutions

Together with the de…nition for ∆, these Bellman equations can be
solved simultaneously to derive the vales to the elite and citizens from
repression,
V r (O, µH

j κ) =

V p (O, µH

j κ) =
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Repression or Redistribution?

To understand when repression occurs we need to compare
V r (O, µH j κ ) to V r (D ) when µ < µ ; and to V r (N, µH , τ N = τ̂ )
when µ µ . We will now determine two threshold values for the
cost of repression, this time called κ and κ̄, such that the elite are
indi¤erent between their various options at these threshold levels.
More speci…cally, let κ be such that the elite are indi¤erent between
promising redistribution at the tax rate τ N = τ̂ and repression,
V r (O, µH j κ ) = V r (N, µH , τ N = τ̂ ). This equality implies
κ =

James A. Robinson (Chicago)
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Repression or Democracy?

Similarly, let κ̄ be such that at this cost of repression, the elite are
indi¤erent between democratization and repression, i.e.,
V r (O, µH j κ̄ ) = V r (D ), which implies that
κ̄ =

θ (1

1
β (1

q ))

(δC (τ p )

τ p (δ

θ )) .

(23)

It is immediate that κ̄ > κ , i.e., if the elite prefer repression to
redistribution, then they also prefer repression to democratization.
Therefore, we have that the elite will prefer repression when µ
and κ < κ , and also when µ < µ and κ < κ̄.
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The Main Result
Proposition 6.3 There is a unique Markov perfect equilibrium fσ̃r , σ̃p g in
the game G ∞ ( β), and it is such that
If θ µ, then the revolution constraint does not bind
and the elite can stay in power without repressing,
redistributing or democratizing.
If θ > µ, then the revolution constraint binds. In
addition, let be µ de…ned by (19), and κ and κ̄ be
de…ned by (22) and (23). Then:
1

2

3

If µ µ and κ κ , repression is relatively costly and
the elite redistribute income in state µH to avoid
revolution.
If µ < µ and κ < κ̄, or κ κ̄ and (17) does not hold,
or if µ µ and κ < κ , the elite use repression in state
µH .
If µ < µ , (17) holds, and κ κ̄, in state µH the elite
democratize.
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When is Democracy Likely to Emerge?

Democracy emerges as an equilibrium outcome only in societies with
intermediate levels of inequality.
In very equal societies, there is little incentive for the disenfranchised
to contest power and the elite do not have to make concessions,
neither do they have to democratize.
In very unequal societies the elite cannot use redistribution to hang
onto power, but since in such a society democracy is very bad for the
elite, they use repression rather than having to relinquish power.
Democracy emerges in times of crises.
Democracy emerges when µ is su¢ ciently small. One can interpret
this in terms of how organized he citizens are if this in‡uences the
cost of a revolution.
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Other Mechanisms

The framework is predicated on con‡ict over political institutions as
the driving force behind democratization.
Democracy and dictatorship are created by those who bene…t from
them …ghting for them.
One can also have di¤erent maybe more consensual models of
democratization and after going through some models I want to
discuss your ideas about alternative mechanisms.
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An Alternative Approach to Democratization
I have been emphasizing in the class that the dynamic model of
democratization developed in Economic Origins of Dictatorship and
Democracy is very ‡exible in the sense that it can incorporate many
other di¤erent mechanisms which can induce democratizations or
coups.
While I personally …nd the approach we took convincing, there are
obviously cases that don’t …t this well, and phenomena which the
model as formulated doesn’t seem to capture. One obviously example
is female enfranchisement. Though the su¤ragettes did burn David
Lloyd George’s house down I don’t think they ever posed a threat of
revolution or even such severe damage to the (male) enfranchised,
that this forced democratization to be extended to women.
Our argument was that once you have enfranchised all the men it is
relatively costless to enfranchise all the women because it does not
change the preferences of the median voter much. No doubt,
however, there is more to it than this.
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The Approach of Lizzeri and Persico

In “Why did the Elites Extend the Su¤rage?” Lizzeri and Persico
propose a very clever alternative explanation of democratization.
Their approach is based on several key ideas and observations.
1
2

3

Prior to franchise extension elites competed amongst themselves.
Political competition often leads to narrowly targeted private goods
instead of socially desirable public goods which is collectively bad for
the elite - almost like a prisoner’s dilemma (the intuition is exactly as in
my discussion of Markets and States in Tropical Africa).
A potential solution is to broaden the franchise - when parties have to
compete for more votes it becomes rational to o¤er public instead of
private goods.
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The Model
The basic framework is probabilistic voting in the spirit of Lindbeck
and Weibull.
Two parties L and R which aim to maximize their vote share.
Citizens divided into groups i 2 f0, 1, .., N g. Each group i is of size
ni and each person i has ω i units of income.
Not all citizens can vote initially. Assume groups 0, 1, .., s can vote
and s + 1, .., N are disenfranchised. Extent of the franchise is the sum
∑si=0 ni who are ‘the elite’.
A public good can be produced using the technology g (I , V ) where I
is in input of the private good. V is a parameter such that gV > 0
and gIV > 0 so higher V increases the value of public goods to the
citizens.
Each citizen has the utility function
U (ci + g (I , V ))
James A. Robinson (Chicago)
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Political Game

Individuals also care about ideology and each gets a utility bene…t x
for voting for party R. x is drawn from the distribution Fi with
density fi .
Parties simultaneously choose platforms which are vectors
(I , c1 , ..., cN ) such that I + ∑Ni=0 ni ci = ∑Ni=0 ω i .
Parties do not know the realization of x at the time policies are
chosen.
The model assumes that endowments can be completely taxed away
so in e¤ect policy chooses the individual consumption level of each
person.
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Voting

Individual i votes for party L if
U (ci ,L + g (IL , V ))

U (ci ,R + g (IR , V )) > x

So the probability i votes for L is
Fi (U (ci ,L + g (IL , V ))

U (ci ,R + g (IR , V )))

Party L’s vote share is therefore
SL =

1
∑sj=0 nj

James A. Robinson (Chicago)
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Platform Choice

Given the platform of R, L chooses a platform to solve the following
problem
N

max SL subject to: I + ∑ ni ci =
i =0
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Simple Redistribution - No Democratization
Lizzeri and Persico …rst point out that if public goods are not in the
model so that utility is U (ci ) the elite opposes the extension of voting
rights to the disenfranchised. This model is one of pure redistribution.
In the elite equilibrium all income is taxed away and redistributed to
the elite. If new voters are added, political competition will give them
a share of the resources implying that there is less for the initial elite
to redistribute amongst themselves. Therefore the elite will
unanimously oppose democratization with no public goods.
You could think of situations where this was not true. Imagine that
adding new people changed the power relations amongst the existing
elite in a way that gave some of this old elite more power and thus
more resources. There paper by Llavador and Oxoby in the QJE
about this.
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Bringing Public Goods back in
Lizzeri and Persico now characterize the political equilibrium with
public goods. This results in the following:

Theorem
In a symmetric political equilibrium (1) If all voters are identical
(fi (0) = f (0) for all i) then all voters received equal transfers and the
provision of the public goods maximizes a utilitarian social welfare function
of the elite. (2) If voters are heterogeneous and ranked so that
(f0 (0) > fs (0)) then (a) Voters in more responsive groups (smaller i) get
more transfers. (b) For any s there is a Ṽ > 0 such that if V < Ṽ then all
groups in the elite get positive transfers and public good provision
maximizes elite welfare. (c) For any s and any m 2 f1, .., s g there are
VMAX > V̄ > Ṽ such that if VMAX > V > V̄ then groups m, .., s get zero
transfers and public goods are underprovided. If V > VMAX all resources
are invested in the public good.
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Interpretation

The mechanism that drives under-provision of the public good is as in
the lecture on Bates. If the value of the public good is relatively low,
it will be attractive to target income to groups. Groups with higher
densities (here those with lower i) will get more redistribution. It can
be the case that groups closer to s get nothing (corner solution). In
this case the non-negativity constraint on this group (ci ,L 0) binds.
The only way to reduce their utility is to under-provide the public
good thus freeing up more resources to target to the groups with
higher densities.
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Democratization Leads to Greater Provision of Public
Goods
Theorem
Extending the Franchise to groups s + 1, .., s + K (for any
K = 1, .., N s) increases the equilibrium provision of the public good.
The increase is strict unless all resources are already allocated to the
public good.
This result has a simple intuition. As voting rights are extended it
becomes more rational for the parties to o¤er public goods in the
course of political competition because they are non-rivalrous.
This intuition is subject to the caveat that the newly enfranchised do
not have high densities (and thus would also get a lot of transfers).
You could imagine a model where enfranchisement led parties to
abandon the old elite and target transfers to the newly enfranchised.
This is ruled out by the assumption that densities are ordered and are
lower for the initially disenfranchised.
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Optimal Franchise Extension

Theorem
Suppose that voters in the elite are heterogeneous (f0 (0) > fs (0)). For any
s, there exists VMAX > V̄ > Ṽ > 0 such that, (1) when V is such that
VMAX > V > V̄ a majority of the elite strictly prefers any extension of the
franchise to the status quo. Larger extensions are preferred to smaller ones.
(2) for V < Ṽ the elite unanimously opposes extending the franchise, (3)
for V > VMAX the elite is indi¤erent to extending the franchise.
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Intuition Behind the Result
To prove this result one has to compute the expected utility of the
elite under the di¤erent scenarios.
Case 3 is the easiest to understand. From above if public goods are
very valuable so that V > VMAX then all resources are being allocated
to them already and thus the utility of the elite is independent of the
size of the franchise since extending voting rights will not alter this.
In case 2 public goods are not very valuable and all members of the
elite get positive transfers. In this case extending voting rights will
increase the extent of public good provision and reduce transfers to
the elite. However, before democratization policy would have been set
so that for each elite group the marginal utility of transfers was the
same as the marginal utility of public good provision. Therefore, they
cannot be made better o¤ by increasing the amount of public good
and reducing transfers. If this had made them better o¤ then political
parties would have o¤ered this to start with. Hence all members of
the elite oppose democratization.
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The Interesting Case

This leads case 1 as the interesting one. When VMAX > V > V̄ some
groups get zero transfers and public goods are under-provided. Since
expanding the franchise raises public goods supply, it increases the
utility of any elite group that was initially getting zero transfers. By
the argument I made above, however, it reduces the utility of any
group that was getting positive transfers.
The result basically shows that there is some value of the public good
at which for any s a majority of the elite will be getting to transfers
and thus support franchise extension.
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How does Democratization Happen

Obviously the elite never unanimously favor democratization so in the
interesting case there is ‘inter-elite’con‡ict. How this con‡ict is
resolved will determine whether or not democracy gets created.
Lizzeri and Persico look at a variety of models here including one
where democratization is introduced into the policy space in the
non-democratic model where only the elite can vote (parties L and R
o¤er reform as well as redistribution and public goods).
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Lessons from the Models
Padró i Miquel’s model explains why a dictator might use an
ine¢ cient policy in equilibrium even when he has lump sum taxes
available.
Because the state is weak he can’t stop the out group pretending to
be the in group. So he ends up discriminating against all economic
activities (would be easy to introduce ine¢ ciency here..) and using
the ine¢ cient thing he can target (a la Bates).
In the Acemoglu-Robinson model the baseline is pure redistribution so
it doesn’t say much about public good provision. But the obvious
extension would be to let preferences be (1 τ )y i + V (G ) and taxes
are used to fund the public good. Now a simple result is that the elite
prefer ine¢ ciently low levels of public goods, while the poor prefer
(ine¢ ciently so if median is less than mean income) higher level of
public goods. Here democracy promotes public good provision as it
does in Lizzeri and Persico.
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